SOLUTIONS FOR SAP

Managing Deals and
Promotions
Drive increased sales with efficient,
flexible deal management

SOLUTIONS FOR SAP
Effectively manage your business with

Deal Management
Vistex’s deal management solution provides
a deal management feature for managing
limited duration price arrangements
involving the purchase of multiple qualifying
products. The quantities of categories,
$c
brands, or products that must be purchased
to qualify for special pricing are tracked
and evaluated on the customer order. All
applicable promotion offers, or “deals,”
are presented at the time of order entry.
Deals can be offered at large or to specific
customers.
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■■ Achieve full visibility

Enhance business performance with an all-in-one
view into promotions

■■ Measure Compliance and Auditability

Support program compliance and cut costs with a
solid audit trail that simplifies reporting

■■ Boost Productivity

Manage deals and promotions quickly and easily
with automated tools and an intuitive interface

One Solution for Deals and Promotions

Vistex manages everyday pricing and
promotional pricing for limited periods of time.
Users can create complex pricing rules for order
processing and deals can be applied seamlessly
and directly onto the SAP sales order. In addition,
Vistex’s deal management solution provides the
ability to control how multiple applicable deals may
be combined on a single order. Some of the deal
types that are possible with this functionality are:

Benefits of effective

deal management
■■Buy a certain number of product X, get product
X (or Y) at a discount (or free). For example, $ c
buy one, get one at half price; buy two, get one
free; buy one, get 25% off an accompanying
product.
■■Buy a certain number of products or spend a
certain amount and receive a discount on the
entire order.
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Deal management made easy

With Vistex’s
solution, deal management
$c
has never been easier. The overall
architecture works in three primary
steps: First, eligibility is
determined by analyzing
location,
group,
individual customer
level, order type, etc.
Next, who or how they
qualify is examined,
typically achieved by
analyzing set parameters
such as individual products,
predefined or dynamic groups,
customers, or quantities. Finally, the
benefits derived from the deal are
reviewed - including quantity restrictions,
additional products, free goods, and
discounts.
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Extend promotions across individual
and entire orders

With Vistex’s deal management solution,
deals and promotion programs can to go beyond
price reductions on individual products. Deals
can be structured to offer discounts on individual
products or on the entire order. In addition, and
after qualifying for the promotion, deals can be
extended across several future sales orders.

Complete the loop with Vistex’s deal management
solution by tracking and reporting capabilities.
Gain full visibility and analyze which deals and
promotional programs are performing to
expected standards of success, and which
should be eliminated or adjusted.

Deal and Promotion Management

Real Solutions
$c

c
■■Determine program eligibility and qualification to
manage deals with variable qualifications
■■Structure deals and discount individual products on an
order
■■Define deals to combine various products (mix and
match)
■■Present applicable deals on SAP sales orders at time of
entry
■■Control how multiple deals may combine on one order
(promotional pricing) or extend deals across several
sales orders after qualification (qualified pricing)
■■Manage deals / promotions for free goods
■■Generate audit data
■■Automate processes and reduce manual entry

Real Benefits

About Vistex
Software

Services

On-Premise

In Cloud

Solutions for SAP
Innovative solution extensions for SAP software.
SAP resells these applications under the following names:

SAP Data Maintenance for ERP –
Pricing by Vistex

SAP Data Maintenance by Vistex,
pricing option for SAP S/4HANA

About Vistex®
Vistex provides enterprises with solutions that manage pricing, incentive, rebate, rights and royalty
and channel programs to enhance business performance while reducing labor and infrastructure
costs. The software and services provided by Vistex are optimized by industry to deliver an end-toend solution for the design, management and administration of the entire spectrum of go-to-market
programs. Enterprises are empowered with unprecedented visibility into program performance,
and gain deeper insights to better enable fact-based decisions that drive revenue, control cost,
minimize leakage, and streamline processes. Vistex Solutions for SAP software utilize the core SAP
ERP and SAP S/4HANA environments to maximize customer investment.
info@vistex.com
www.vistex.com
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